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	Project title: Studying and exploiting a novel bottom-up route to prepare nickel-hydroxyapatite catalysts with a boosted surface density of single-nickel-atoms for hydrogenation reactions
	Text1: For an efficient transformation of reactants into products over a heterogeneous catalyst, the catalytically active sites need to be accessible, thus well-dispersed, even isolated. To optimize the reactivity, one must succeed in 1) isolating the catalytic sites in a homogeneous way, without introducing a different kind of neighboring sites, and by preventing the possibility of sintering under reaction conditions, and 2) controlling the surface density of these isolated sites, i.e increasing it to the highest possible extent. The hitherto reported approaches to bring active metals onto supports (e.g surface organometallic chemistry, ion exchange, non-hydrolytic sol-gel) sometimes meet the first above requirement [1 - 3]. They however hardly meet the second one, or have not been sufficiently explored for that purpose. The novel bottom-up route proposed in the present project has the potential to meet both the above requirements at once. It is inspired from the literature on perovskites, in which very recently a phenomenon called “exsolution” was reported. The latter consists in the migration of metals incorporated on bulk sites of the perovskite towards the surface under a reducing atmosphere at temperatures above 800 °C. It leads to metal nanoparticles with a size depending on the latter temperature, which are socketed on the surface, thus unable to agglomerate [4]. As only briefly suggested in two papers [5,6], and confirmed by preliminary results obtained at LRS, catalytically active metals can be exsolved also from another class of materials, namely metal-substituted hydroxyapatites (M-HAps, Ca10-xMx(PO4)6(OH)2, M: (Ca2+)-substituting metal). M-HAps have important advantages over perovskites, such as their higher specific surface area and their tunable surface acid-base properties [7]. Moreover, based on the above-mentioned preliminary results, the exsolution of M from M-HAps occurs at much lower temperature (450 °C) as compared to perovskites, which should lead to much smaller metal nanoparticles, and even to isolated atoms. As the latter are part of the HAp network, they should be resistant to sintering. Their surface content likely relies on
	Image1_af_image: 
	references: References[1] Avenier et al., Science 2007, 317, 1056 - 1060.[2] Akri et al., Nature Communications 2019, 10 (1), 5181.[3] Debecker et al., Catalysis Science & Technology 2012, 2 (6), 1157-1164.[4] Kwon et al., Nature Communications 2017, 8 (1), 15967.[5] Lee et al., Applied Catalysis A: General 2002, 230 (1), 61-71.[6] Jun et al., Journal of Catalysis 2004, 221 (1), 178-190.[7] Ibrahim et al., Journal of Hazardous Materials 2020, 383, 121139.[8] Campisi et al., Catalysis Communications 2019, 123, 79-85.[9] Feng et al., Chemical Science 2018, 9 (27), 5890-5896.[10] Chang et al., Bulletin of the Korean Chemical Society 2005, 26 (10), 1512-1514. 
	Text2: the reducing treatment conditions (atmosphere, temperature, duration) in which the exsolution is triggered, and on the synthesis conditions. The latter impact on the M-HAp bulk properties (M nature, M/Ca and Ca/P ratios, presence of (OH-)-substituting metals and/or (PO43-)-substituting anions, presence of co-substituting metals) which are likely to influence the exsolution. This surface content should be significantly higher than that reached via conventional surface ion exchange. Indeed, at high metal contents, there is no longer the problem of residual ions in solution inducing the growth of bigger oxide nanoparticles on the monomeric exchange cation that may also sinter upon subsequent reduction to metallic particles [8].        The fact of controlling the exsolution process, with the tunability of M-HAps in terms of nature of the substituting metal and surface acid-base properties, will open the door to a broad range of new in-depth investigations on single-atom catalysts in many different applications, for both fundamental and performance optimization purposes. The present project aims at controlling the exsolution process within a first M-HAp, namely Ni-HAp, as Ni is an attractive candidate for replacing noble metals in catalysis; and at exploiting the Ni exsolution to study and optimize the reactivity of 1,3-butadiene (CH2=CH–CH=CH2), under hydrogenating conditions. 1,3-Butadiene is an impurity of industrial alkene streams that poisons the alkene polymerization catalysts. It is commonly removed by catalytic hydrogenation, which can lead to butenes and butane [9]. Exactly as in the case of noble metals, atomically dispersed Ni is reported to be more selective to butenes than Ni nanoparticles [10]. The challenge that will be addressed by the present project is to increase the number of active single-nickel-atoms at the surface (and thereby the 1,3-butadiene conversion), while keeping the same high selectivity to butenes, by exsolving Ni from Ni-HAp solid solutions. The latter will be prepared by co-precipitation thanks to an automated reactor allowing to work in an accurate, systematic and reproducible way. Their physico-chemical properties which will be characterized by a wide range of techniques (ICP-AES, XRD, N2 physisorption, IR, Raman and UV-Vis spectroscopies, XPS, H2-TPR, TEM and SEM microscopies, etc.), in order to establish properties-exsolution-activity relationships.  
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